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CAST LIST  
 

The Narrator 

The Gambler 

The Victim 

The Elevator Woman 

The Workaholic 

Candylicious69 

The Friend 

The Male Victim 

The Sheriff 

The Psychiatrist  

The Adrenaline Junkie 

The CEO  
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Centre stage there is a metal trash can with a sign on it that reads Throw  It Away . Down 
Stage Left there is an office desk, a chair and a computer. Down Stage Right there is a 
desk, a pink bar stool and a pink laptop. Upstage there is a screen for projections. 

SFX : Noise of a Las Vegas Casino that gets steadily louder. Noise of a Gambler winning 
the jackpot and cheering.  

Projector Slide One ( PS)  

Life Lesson One Anxiety: It works.  

SFX 2: Sound of a person committing suicide by jumping in front of a train crossfades to 
the narrator. Sounds of a tape being rewound. Narrators voice with an echo You are 
Only truly alive, seconds before you die 

Lights up 

Narrator appears centre stage in a spotlight writing her diary at a desk.  

Narrator: You are only sane, seconds before you go crazy... 

Noise 

I need noise in my life....Silence is not golden.... it's Terrifying!! 

HORRIFIC 

There is humming in my brain I cannot switch off 

Voices 

Ideas 

Fears 

Worries 

Love 

Confusion  

Lost I'm so very lost.... 

Numb 

Alive...I'm not so sure anymore 

Creative...the juices flow backwards...forwards... 

S 
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Genius and insanity don't seem so far apart 

Mad....crazy...paranoid....anxious..uncertain...solutions don't exist....recurring 
thoughts....intrusive thoughts..dreams.... 

What is really on my mind? 

What is really on my mind? 

What is really on my mind? 

Bad things....stuff...noise....accidents....nightmares...sirens....disasters....a car crash...or 
was it a plane? 

She closes the diary and carefully places her pen down and walks out.  

Blackout 

 

PS Lesson Two: The future Is Uncertain If you're going through hell, keep 
going….  

Spotlight comes up on the stage is empty apart from the table with the diary. 

A man enters the stage with a beer in one hand and coffee and a stack of cash in the 
other. He picks up the diary and rips it up and throws it in the bin.. 

The Gambler: (  he swigs a drink then the coffee)  

Oh, I can't, I can't.. 

I shouldn't  

…………………………………………………… 

I shouldn’t 

………………………………………. 

What will she think 

What about him 

I don't care… I used to care…  
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but….but….I should care 

(He reaches into his pocket searching furiously pulling out a load of rubbish and then finds 
a note ) 

Just One more 

I can 

I will 

(He throws the coffee in the bin and downs the beer. Long pause he falls over. ) 

I won't  

Tomorrow.....next week...in a month.....in a year 

One day I'll beat it 

(He struggles to his feet) 

One day I'll beat.... 

One day I'll  

One day 

He collapses 

Blackout 

SFX: Vegas casino noise that builds this time a police siren goes and we hear the 
Gambler arguing with security as he is taken away.  

PS Lesson Three: Sometimes you can take control of bad situations ...but 
sometimes not 

SFX 5 :  Narrator says wistfully "Crush it till the petals fall"  

Lights come back up and The Gambler is gone. The Victim enters and picks up the bottle 
he left and inspects it she sighs deeply and then in a moment of triumph she takes hold of 
it and hurls into the bin so it smashes. 

The Victim:  

….Broken 

Crushed  

Trapped 

Trapped in 

Trapped in a relationship 
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In my life....my love...my heart...my brain 

How did I get here?.... I don't recognize myself...who am I ? where am I? 

Heaven or Hell? 

Love or pain? 

Together or alone? 

(She picks up a photograph and shows it to the audience) 

None of these things are that far apart are they? 

Love....hate ...LOVE......HATE....ABUSIVE LOVE....FUCKING HATE 

The trouble is it's all a little hazy  

Black …white …grey  

I Cannot recognize the difference anymore 

I cant see me anymore ...courage....hope ... 

(Long Pause) 

OR HIM! 

The narrator enters and hands her a diary and a pen. The Victim sits down and furiously 
scribbles, meanwhile the Narrator has sat down opposite her and is mirroring everything 
she does. They finish writing and look at each other slowly touching their own faces. They 
then rip out the page and throw it in the bin together. 

Blackout 

PS: Lesson Worrying Is Highly Overrated 

Sfx : Classical bad elevator music and the noise of the elevator door opening.  

Lights up 

Woman enters the stage dragging a suitcase and then throws her chewing gum in the bin. 

Elevator Woman: Get Me outta this city....this city makes me crazy...get me out of this 
hell hole....drunks....gamblers...strippers....insanity everywhere....ADDICTS 
EVERYWHERE......(long pause....she takes out a pack of cigarettes and starts to smoke. 
directly addressing the audience) .....yeh yeh alright. I see what your thinking.....she is 
contradicting herself...in "queer street" don't we all? ( she points at an audience member) 
You do ( another ) You too (taking her time over her final selection choosing a man) and 
you definitely do....don't you honey bear ( she sits on his lap ) you're contradicting 
yourself right this second....you're thinking what the hell is this crazy woman doing sitting 
on my lap.....But it's kinda nice to get attention isn't it ?.....And it is kinda funny.......But 
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your embarrassed aren't you?....Everyone is staring aren't they? (Stage whisper) Maybe 
we should go somewhere "ALONE" ( She winks at the audience member blows him a kiss 
as she leaves to go to the bin and fishes out a piece of paper. She roots through the top of 
her suitcase and finds a lipstick and begins to write.) 

PS7 : The projector shows the audience what she is writing.  

She crosses out The Victims words "I'm leaving you I finally have the 
courage"....... and she writes; " xoxoxox....big bear cuddles and........smooches....smooch me .....love me 
....open your heart to Me." 

She slowly stands and begins to walk towards the audience member. She gets scared and 
changes her mind. She takes her lighter and a cigarette out and lights up and inhales 
deeply. There is a long uncomfortable pause. She goes to the bin and holds the paper with 
her number on it and sets it on fire. Once it reaches her fingers and burns her she drops it 
and runs off leaving her suitcase behind.  

PS  Lesson Five: Sometimes its okay to be naughty!! 

Facebook messenger noise and typing. Enter The Workaholic who sits down at his 
computer desk. It is 3 am. 

PS : Computer screen projected for the audience.  

SFX : Receiving email noise The Workaholics voice sarcastically says "YOU HAVE ONE 
NEW MESSAGE"... "YOU HAVE ONE MORE CHANCE TO GET A LIFE!!!!!!" 

(Candy enters the stage dressed in her burlesque costume and sits at her desk and turns 
on her bright pink laptop and begins to type.)  

SFX: Facebook messenger pops up a message from Candylicious69.  

PS : The projection splits to show both screens 

Candylicious69: You should be in bed! 

Workaholic: …with? I am in bed with you ….(He looks at his phone) I took you to bed.  

Candylicious69: Your teddy bear silly.....I'd lend you mine but my daddy might be very cross with 
me.....and you know what happens when daddy gets angry ;-) 

Workaholic: Just tell me...does he wear a uniform…a short one ....are you? 

Candylicious69: Behave...xx 

Workaholic: Come round here and MAKE ME!…make me now …please. I am asking very nicely.  

Candylicious69: Asshole.... 
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Workaholic: Everyone has one! Mine is just bigger... 

Candylicious69: And so is your ego....I'm off to get some fucking sleep so stop causing trouble. 

Workaholic: Make me!! You like a bit of trouble though don't you Candy....suck on that.  

Candylicious69: Get a rib removed and suck yourself!!! 

Candy storms out and throws her laptop in the bin.  

Workaholic: (He laughs) I will remember that the next time I go to the doctor. 

There is a loud bang and the power goes .... 

BLACKOUT 

FUCK WHAT DO I DO NOW I CANNOT SURVIVE IN THE DARK....Shit no WiFi... IN 
THE SILENCE 

The Narrator enters with a candle bringing a police tape recorder (SFX 10) as he presses 
play the power comes back on. We hear the interrogation of The Gambler. The narrator 
has two puppets with which she re-enacts the interrogation. The two characters enter and 
split stage is used when The Narrator freezes they unfreeze and so on. 

PS Lesson Six: Justice is open for everyone in the same way as the Ritz 
Hotel 

The Sheriff:  You have the right to remain silent and refuse to answer questions. Do you 
understand? 

Anything you do say may be used against you in a court of law. Do you understand? 

You have the right to consult an attorney before speaking to the police and to have an 
attorney present during questioning now or in the future. Do you understand? 

If you cannot afford an attorney, one will be appointed for you before any questioning if 
you wish. Do you understand? 

Knowing and understanding your rights as I have explained them to you, are you willing 
to answer my questions without an attorney present? 

The  Gambler : Ernesto Miranda was accused of raping a retard ......hardly appropriate 
for a hustler like me .....bit melodramatic don't you think? 

The  Sheriff : Intellectually challenged young woman...Miranda v. Arizona....you know 
something about the law…..(he claps slowly) round of applause.......an  intelligent 
drunk…do you want a medal…your just another one of those guys…... So What fucked 
you up? 

The  Gambler : Politically correct Bollocks. He raped a spastic...and then you guys got 
done for the obvious injustice. 
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The  Sheriff : I AM DONE PLAYING WITH YOU GAMBLER!!! (He grabs him and drags 
him of the stage) 

SFX:  The sound of a brawl between the two is heard. The Narrator tosses the puppets in 
the trash. She laughs and she fast forwards the tape. The narrator goes offstage laughing.  

 

PS Lesson: Sometimes we continue to return what is harming us 

The friend and the male victim enter they have the conversation back to back centre stage.  

Friend: You are not a weakling narcissists are very difficult to escape. 

Male Victim:  (breathing heavily) I am having a panic attack about it right now 

Friend: Don’t do that. People who truly love you will be there unconditionally.  

Male Victim:  She is speaking to me with contempt!! 

Friend : She is manipulating you why are you letting her?  Don’t make my mistake.  

Male Victim : More Blame, blame, blame, blame 

Friend : Right Love you stop it!. Please STOP! Babe there are only so many times I can 
tell you this. You have to want to Change! 

Male Victim:  Horrid. She thinks she’s justified cause she dislikes me. So patronizing.  

Friend : Can I please slap her for you?? 

Male Victim:  Actions and behavior mean far more.  

Friend : She has treated you very badly. Very very badly!! You have a idealistic view that 
just isn’t reality. Your punishing yourself please please stop. Did you eat? 

Male Victim:  I ate sticky toffee pudding.  

Friend : Dammit I want one.  

Male Victim : Hahaha was a pack of two I ate them both.  

Friend : That FUCKING EXCLAMATION MARK.  

Male Victim : Vile innit !! 

Friend:  DON’T let her speak to you like that.  

Male Victim : If I stand up for myself….. I can fuck off!! 

Friend:  She doesn’t deserve you. Why can’t you see what I see. I don’t understand… 
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Male Victim : Put up with it for a year.  

Friend : Well you shouldn’t have in my experience it only gets worse…. 

Male Victim : Good god I don’t look forward to that.  

Friend:  The more crap you take and accept the worse it will get. They woo you. They 
trap you…. then they erode you. Sweetheart its like going mad… been there done that 
got the bruises.  

Male Victim : She’s not that awful!! 

Friend : I am sorry you don’t want to hear it but I think she is really bad for you.  

Male Victim : Yeh but I hurt her too.  

Friend : So fucking what!! It takes two to tango.  

Male Victim:  Sending her a guilt trip…. I knew what I was doing! 

Friend : Thats like saying I am not perfect it therefore alright for her to be a cunt. You 
cannot be trying to justify that to me….. 

Male Victim : Love forgives. Thats what I know and she bears the biggest grudges! But 
fuck me I hate to loose!! 

Friend : So find a new battle to win. Your winning not losing here I just don’t know how to 
make you see any sense.   

Male Victim : Ultimately its not a game. My Mental well being has been seriously 
undermined. 

Friend : By the same logic I lost 15 years of my life to a man who is trying to destroy me.  

Male Victim : Indeed you did.  

Friend  : Because I gave too much, because I am stupid, because I accepted poor 
behavior.  

Male Victim : It all too much…Just of to bed Upset.  

(He stands put his hand on her shoulder turns and leaves) 
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PS : Lesson: What doesn't ki l l  us makes us stronger Psychologist or 
Psychiatrist? 

The Workaholic enters it is 3am again he sits at his desk downing a cup of coffee. 

SFX: Candy's voice is heard "You have one new Email ...You have more chance to fix this..." 

PS : (The projector shows the audience The Workaholics computer screen.) 

The  Workaholic : Facebook…Twitter, Tinder, Zoosk, snapchat…instagram, Email, Form-
spring, Yahoo, eBay, Myspace, MSN.. I need to stay connected....I must be connected to the 
network...the social network keeps me sane....the social network keeps me happy.....the stream 
keeps me from the silence....the hum....the voices....most of all the insomnia. I have not slept 
properly in 5 weeks....I survive purely on adrenaline....and caffeine and weirdness. (He moves 
centre stage and roots through the bin to find a bottle of pills). I'm not taking it....not taking 
them....I refuse to be medicated. I don't need drugs; I need sleep! I need sleep!! I need…..FUCK 
IT!! something to take the edge of.  

He undoes the lid and takes a diazepam pill....he takes the rest and throws them in the bin 
then lies on the floor centre stage looking dead. 

Psychiatrist enters and picks the bottle of pills out of bin and checks to see if the 
Workaholic is still breathing. He opens the lid and shares the pills with some of the 
audience  

Psychiatrist : Information on Antidepressants 

Many people are interested in seeing a list of available antidepressants. There are 
currently many available antidepressants by generic name and by type. 

Amitriptyline  

Amoxapine  

Bupropion  

(He force feeds a pill into the Workaholics mouth who slowly sits up then falls down) 

Citalopram  

Clomipramine  

Desipramine  

(He takes some of the torn diary pages and scatters them on The Workaholic like mud at a 
grave side and crosses himself.) 
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Desvenlafaxine 

Doxepin  

Escitalopram  

(He force feeds another pill to The Workaholic who sits bolt upright stiff as a board.) 

Fluoxetine  

Fluvoxamine  

Imipramine hydrochloride 

(The Workaholic starts to wander around the theatre like a possessed zombie.) 

Imipramine 

Isocarboxazid 

Maprotiline  

(The Workaholic starts to manically look for pills in the audience grabbing those handed 
out earlier improvising addiction and desperate phrases begging the audience to help him.) 

Mirtazapine  

Nortriptyline 

Protriptyline  

(The Workaholic crawls back to the bin centre stage.) 

Selegiline  

Sertraline 

Tranylcypromine  

(He starts to desperately root the bin throwing the rubbish everywhere.) 

Trazodone  

Trimipramine  

Vilazodone  

He starts to go through The Elevator Woman's suitcase and throw her stuff everywhere. 
He collapses in a heap of rubbish.The Workaholic tries to get up... The psychiatrist 
struggles with him and  ties him to the chair.... 

The Workaholic: (Angrily) 'Antidepressants increase suicidal thoughts in under-25s' 

PS : Projection of newspaper extract 
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Steve Connor 

Young adults under the age of 25 suffer an increased risk of suicide or suicidal thoughts 
when they take antidepressants and the risk is greatest after they take the drugs for 
anxiety and other mental problems not connected with depression, a study has found. 

SFX: Noise of a tape being fast forwarded  

The Workaholics voice is heard on it saying; Theatre is knowledge; it should and can be a 
means of transforming society. Theatre can help us build the future rather than just waiting 
for it. 

The Workaholic: My time has come so I'm gone.... 

Pain is the only Friend I have left 

(The psychiatrist gags him.) 

SFX: The Ceo's voice is heard ..You have one new email.....your out of chances… 

Ensemble enter to do images of oppression and addiction linked together with slow motion 
around The Workaholic strapped in the chair. 

SFX : Fade in dripping noise  

PS15 : Email from CEO urgent meeting my office 7 am don't be 
late…don't bring coffee!!!!!! 

The workaholic reaches desperately for the keyboard and starts to scream abuse because 
he cannot reach it. The Psychiatrist takes the gag of briefly smiles and laughs then forces 
it back on. 

SFX: Messenger noise 

PS : Candy's computer is projected. 

(Candy enters in her burlesque outfit and fishes her laptop out of the bin and sits at her 
desk.) 

Candylicious69 : I’m so sorry I was cranky are you still up.... 

Nudge emote 

Nudge emote 

Kiss emote 

Candylicious69: I really am sorry baby..... 
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I know I'm selfish ...I was fighting with my dad and I ...well nvm....I ...answer dammit...come on you cannot 
still be mad....fucking unbelievable....you always have to be right....have the last word..FFS guess your still 
having that rib removed.....answer you ASSHOLE. .. 

Sfx: heartbeat monitor flat lining  

PS Lesson: The bullshitometer works. Everyone has a breaking point 

The Victim:  

Everyone has that moment….. 

That moment when they say….. 

That's is IT! 
Thats enough  
I've done it all!! 
I've tried my best 
But I've had enough!! 
You've have to stop 
Stop It. Be brave in that moment and stop holding on 
Give in to it ....you might realize a few things as you you fall 
The rain sometimes won't stop falling 
Sometimes the car keeps stalling 
You keep drowning against the tide 
The sky might be falling but you find the strength 
No matter what 
Let me say this  
Go in faith 
Go in peace 
Go in your time 
In your way  
We all know how this ends  
Or do we? 
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PS Lesson: Phobia Is a Way of Life 

(The Elevator Woman comes back on to find her stuff all over the stage. She furiously 
starts to repack her suitcase. The Narrator comes on to help her pack. The Narrator 
wheels The Workaholic over towards the bin. ) 

The Elevator Woman:  People are afraid of some crazy shit...not dying...not 
cancer...not divorce...not addiction. Fucking stupid stuff like Peladophobia - Fear of Bald 
People or even better (finding some one in the audience to pick on) Pogonophobia - Fear 
of Beards.....(she winks) To be fair honey you'd look better without it.  Fear of Mirrors or 
looking in a mirror (she and the narrator mirror each other looking in a mirror slowly in 
shadow) Phronemophobia - Fear of thinking (she points at the audience) I am pretty sure I 
know a few people with this one ( long pause) .....Anuptaphobia - Fear of staying single I 
don't know any one who experiences that (The Narrator points at her and leaves) ........( 
Playing with Candy's laptop) Cyberphobia - Fear of computers ....I think my Dad has 
this.....Arachibutyrophobia - Fear of Peanut Butter sticking to the roof of your mouth..... I 
mean that's just plain weird.....( finding a new audience member to sit on) Anthropophobia 
- Fear of people 

And my personal favorite... 

 Phobophobia - The fear of developing a phobia :) 

 

PS Lesson: We often return to those that harm us through choice. The 
course of true love never did run smooth.  

SFX : Narrators voice: This is the last call for American airlines flight 77 

(Elevator lady rushes offstage The Narrator is left holding her camera...she flicks through a 
few of the pictures which are projected PS ..The Narrator unimpressed throws it in the bin.) 

The  Narrator: It is much easier to be afraid than alive. It is much easier to stay than go. 
What makes you happy does not necessarily make me happy. I'm exhausted....I'm 
exhausted of doing things for every one else. That little voice inside it's getting 
louder....what about me…but me WHAT ABOUT ME?..BUT what about me?...DOESN'T 
ANYONE care about me....WHY CAN'T YOU LOVE ME LIKE I LOVE YOU?  

SFX: The Narrator rewinds the tape we hear The Gambler and The Victim having a fight. 
They come on stage and mime the argument in slow motion. Uncomfortable silence like 
this is the middle of a heated argument.  

The Victim:12 steps it is all I ask 

The Gambler: I am trying, I'll go next week 

(Narrator presses rewind) 
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The  Victim : 12 steps please we cannot go on like this 

The  Gambler : Okay okay I'll go next month  

(Narrator presses fast forward) 

The  Victim : 12 steps I'll help you 

(She helps him up and takes him to the bin to be sick) 

The Victim: Stop just please stop!! 

The Gambler: (Embraces her and Strokes her face) I love you baby.. 

The Victim: I love you too 

The  Gambler : (He suddenly breaks the embrace) GOOD! Fuck off I don't need you're 
pity  

(He hits her with force that sends her flying and storms out.) 

Blackout 

 

PS : Lesson:  I do not believe in Fate that fal ls on men however they act, but 
I do believe in a fate that fal ls on them unless they act.   

SFX 20 : Pumping club music...crossfade to Screaming...and nightclub ambience.  

(We see Candy pole dancing. Music fades under her talking) 

Candy: 

(Shouting ...she has clearly been taking something) I  love attention....people's eyes on me....I love 
the rush......the excitement...the beats...I'm outta control....I'm in control....I'm off my face....trollied....wasted. 
I love the rush ....that feeling where you fall in love with complete strangers every fucking night of your 
life. Their hands on me.....all over me…grabbing me….I love it....I hate it....I love it.....I fucking hate it..........I 
need it to fill the void.....I know when it started an obsession with being desired...being loved....being needed. I 
have a memory...a recurring nightmare that she would not believe me.... she would not believe what he was 
doing. He.....he loved me in his own way...an ugly way. 

(The Gambler staggers in and demands a drink. ) 

The  Gambler : Dance for me cowgirl...I need you..Fuck ME...I love you!!! 

Blackout 

SFX: Alarm noise  

PS17: 6:30 am 
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The  Workaholic : Awake...asleep....dreams....reality....life...death...love....hate... it's all a 
blur of coffee and antidepressants. Have you ever had that experience where you are 
looking at yourself from the outside. Outside in....outer body experience. Im so tired and 
so awake all at the same time....so happy and so tragically sad all at once...Suicidal 
thoughts just creep up on you one day...you don't plan them...you are aware of them...but 
in denial. Using a razor to shave...one day you start thinking.....what would happen if 
I.....driving the car sober...drunk...sober...drunk....you imagine driving at a wall ......a 
police car....a person ....a child....I need to numb it but it gets harder and harder. I just 
want to get of the train. Get of the fucking merry go round!! I need to stop the noise but 
i'm more scared of the silence more than the noise. I don't know whether work have 
noticed...that I'm screaming inside...screaming for help but nobody hears me. IS 
ANYBODY THERE???….CAN ANYONE HEAR ME????…I hope I can stay awake ......be 
efficient...keep working hard...but part of me just wants to make a scene to get some one 
to notice ..anyone to notice...to get some one to care!!! 

 

PS: Lesson: Lett ing go of things that are bad is more diff icult than you think. 
Some times we fail  to see the near miss.  

(The friend and the male victim enter sit facing each other this time on the sofa) 

Male Victim : I got rear ended in the car. Several cars behind me also hit each other.  

Friend:  OMG No are you okay? 

Male Victim : Yes but I didn’t stop. R U Sure I didn’t need to stop??????!!! 

Friend : God FUCK….FUCK…..I cant deal with anymore drama!!  I am just glad your 
okay.  

Male Victim  I braked hard cause I was going to rear end someone else.  

Friend:  Thank god…. Thank fuck for that!! 

Male Victim : Yes yes but I should own up.  

Friend : (Pause) Yes it will be on CCTV better phone the police and own up. The 
important thing is your safe.  

Male Victim : Fuuuuuuuuuuuck. Everyone behind me stopped. All that for a fucking 
haircut.  

Friend : I am just glad your fine.  

Male Victim : Thank u….appreciate that refreshing that I matter. I am not used to it….I 
have been emotionally abused for months.  

Friend: (They hug) Of course you matter don’t be a Knob. If you hadn’t worked it out yet I 
only put up with your bullshit for a reason 
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PS : Lesson : To what extent does emotion rule over logic in extreme 
situations? 

SFX21 : Howling wind, rain and thunder 

Adrenaline Junkie: 

I'm only alive when I'm near it....near the edge....the cliff...the ledge.....the precipice. I am 
only alive when I feel close to death....close to the end...heaven and hell are not so far 
apart. There is such a thing as good pain...it is self indulgent....selfish...lonely and 
exciting. The death zone....black...red....rasping...desperate for breath....of course I 
refused the oxygen...the mask was for pussies...... I am stronger than that....stronger than 
anyone....IM INVINCIBLE.. I can beat it..I can win...win the rush. Fight or flight? Increased 
heart rate.....dilated air passages....my nervous system is shot. But I feel more alive than 
ever before…black….red….black...red....Dead? I struggled to my feet… I was lost. I was 
almost blind. My hands were frozen. My face had been destroyed by the cold. I had not 
eaten for three days, or had water for two. I remember moving into the wind, praying for 
deliverance but gradually coming to understand  that I wasn’t going to make it through 
this alive. I looked up and I realized that in one more hour as darkness descended again, 
I would simply kneel and accept the cold moving through me one last time. I had fallen 
into climbing in response to crushing depression. When my wife warned I was betraying 
her I listened but I did not hear her. I abandoned them and I am eternally grateful they did 
not abandon me. Descending a mountain is much more dangerous than climbing up. Not 
so different than many challenges in our lives. I knew with absolute clarity if I did not 
stand up, I would die there. I knew if the sun was gone I was gone too….. 

 

Lesson : Everything you want is on the other side of Fear 

SFX : A heart beat that slows followed by heavy breathing cross fade that crosscuts into a 
Plane announcement. The Narrators voice is heard 

The  Narrator: I hope you enjoy your flight with us today please take a moment to read 
the card in your seat pocket about safety on board the Boeing 757. 

(A spotlight focusses on an air steward who enters the stage and sits on the chair grabbing 
the sides and breathing deeply.) 

Air  Steward : I'm terrified of flying how pathetic ....I do it five days a week ....but still..... I 
get that sinking feeling.....recurring paranoia...that pit in you're stomach you cannot 
control...... I cannot be the only person who hates their job...( addressing the audience) 
…Am I?.......Guess not.... It has it's perks...posh hotels .....different cities every 
week....different shifts....different....unknown people..lonely planet...Who am I kidding it 
SUCKS ASS… 

(He takes a deep breath and begins serving passengers drinks. ) 

What can I get you to drink Mam? 
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Elevator Woman:  Mam .....really I'm not ninety.  

Air  steward : I'm s... 

Elevator Woman : (interrupting) Don't be sorry honey....Don't be silly I'm only kidding 
with you....you look a little peaky....thought you could use a joke ....Not afraid of flying are 
you?  

(The Air Steward shakes his head) 

You must get rude people all the time...I'll have a whiskey and a cigarette please? 

Air Steward:  uh..... 

Elevator  Woman : (interrupting again) How big is the fine for going all CIA on the smoke 
detector in the bathroom these days? 

Air steward:  2200 bucks maximum fine..... Mam 

Elevator Woman : Extreme it is not like I am trying to hijack the plane just get in the mile 
high nicotine club. 

(a gunshot goes of someone screams and they all crouch to the floor)  

.  

PS Lesson When your most in control ...you can be nearest a terrible fal l .   

SFX: (A woman being sick and a toilet flushing.) 

(Candy appears centre stage with a tissue wiping her mouth and then she spits in the bin.) 

Candy : When you are outta control it can feel good to take charge ....to control what you can control...to 
stop what you can stop...I couldn't stop him....I could not make her believe me... but I can do this....I'm in 
charge of my body...at least I thought I was...I used to think I could never be one of those girls..... I like food 
to much...the purging...the paranoia...the sick feeling you get when you sit down to eat they sneak up on 
you..then one day the purging gets easy...but your not in control ...your outside ...watching yourself at the 
toilet...the kitchen sink....the toilet in McDonalds... 

(Candy checks her phone and sends a text that saying….) 

PS I will always love you…I have tried but you keep pushing me away. I am not a toy you can pick up and 
put down when you feel like it. BORED NOW….. 

(Then she gets out a packet of white powder and a credit card and starts to cut lines of 
crack to snort.) 

PS: Lesson Sometimes you see the l ight and sometimes it doesn’t last 

(Male Victim and Friend sitting on the sofa) 
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Male Victim:  Hello I am cunty mc cuntface and I am the worlds biggest cunt 

Friend: Imagine how I feel not only can I not see my child. My family are all raging and I 
gave the wrong man 15 years of my life.  

Male Victim: He’s insane. Take him down. I want to punch him for you!! 

Friend: He submitted to the court I am an unit mother and I stab him and I am a drunk.  

Male Victim: YOU STAB HIM wTAF…..where are the marks. Your a drunk we’ll fair 
enough ahahahahahahaha 

Friend: Funny love you too! Careful you might be next.  

Male Victim: Doubt that. But you clearly want me to stab you.  

Friend: Hahahah what kind of stabbing did you have in mind (giggles)…..I think he’s 
psychotic 

Male Victim: Me too 

Friend: I am scared to answer the door, think being committed might be more fun much 
more peaceful 

Male Victim: Something has clicked. I think I reached maximum bullshit.  

Friend: Good GOD !!! what Clicked Your bullshitometer.  

Male Victim: That when your being treated like a cunt, it must mean that the person 
doing it that is a cunt. Having time not seeing her has helped me detox too.  

Friend: We shall call this a great win for mankind.  

Male Victim: I was looking through emails from a year ago. Things were awful then to.  

Friend: You deserve so much better. 

Male Victim: I won’t look back and think wow I really lost out there.  

Friend: Your lovely she doesn’t treat you right. Crack open the champagne.  

Male Victim: I realized once you indulge someone treating you like that badly…there is 
simply no going back ever. The very essence of a relationship, trust, respect and genuine 
affection has simply dissolved.  

Friend: Believe me I know how awful it can become with someone that blames you for 
their own failings and expects you to take responsibility for their actions as well as your 
own.  

Male Victim: He was abusive and narcissistic and will pay for this I am sure I wouldn’t 
want to cross you. (He pokes her)  
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Friend: (She laughs ) Yes difficult to prove what goes on behind closed doors. The 
bruises are in my head.  

Male Victim  Indeed, but surely his determination to show what a black heart he has 
makes you revel in being free from him, he is a monster.  

Friend: I would not wish him on my worst enemy.  

Male Victim  I can tell how such a relationship can leave someone fucked . I was a few 
weeks ago hanging myself. It’s no joke, it’s horrifying!!!  

 

PS: Be careful what you wish for...6:59 am 

(The narrator enters and places the tape recorder on the office desk.The CEO enters and 
sits down. ) 

CEO: I used to be a good guy ....really I was...I wanted to be a hero....to my career...my 
wife...my kids.....but the hours .....the business trips....the lunches with clients....the 
underhanded...backstreet...below board bullshit deals....... I think my soul rotted....the 
deals they cost me a little more each year...the love of my life....my credit rating....my 
morals...right and wrong aren't that far apart you know....I lost sight of what mattered....of 
who mattered and now look at all I have to show for all the hours....the ambition to 
succeed...the desperation to be the best....to win!! Well what did I win you might 
ask?...Well I won ....ego...arrogance....stubbornness.....one track....one road ....one 
vision...success and failure, black and white and no grey. Well success and failure are 
surely in the eye of the beholder....it's all a facade....I live alone in a bachelor pad.....my 
kids hate me....my wife left me....the highlight of my week is a luncheon with a client....or a 
trip to see Candy at the burlesque bar....on reflection that was a big part of what got me 
in this mess!!! Well you might be asking yourselves what did big CEO hotshot win on the 
jackpot today?...Well I get to wreck someone's life....I get to fire a guy already on the 
edge 

(long pause) 

 The best bit I'm am really looking forward to it!!!  

(He winks) 

COME IN!!! 

The CEO let's The Workaholic sit down and he checks his phone and he smiles PS: The 
message from Candy is projected to the audience and we see a subliminal flash of Candy 
passed out on the bathroom floor. 

The Narrator enters and presses play on the tape. SFX: We hear the CEO on the tape.... 

Thank you for your years of service and your time at the company but I'm afraid I'm going 
to have to let you go...in the current economic climate we cannot afford to keep you....... 
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The  Workaholic :  

Blah 

Blah Blah 

Blah Blah Blah 

The Narrator brings him a box and CEO proceeds to fill it with the rubbish from the bin and 
hand it to him. The Workaholic leaves slowly clearly devastated. 

PS Lesson The things you only see when you Slow Down 

SFX 25:  Music crossfades to a Screeching car noise followed by The Gamblers 
voice....music fades under talking. 

The ensemble enter one by one as they talk the others freeze in tableaux's that change 
each time a new character enters. The physicality's represent them characters journeys 
throughout the play and they transition between tableau using slow motion. 

The  Gambler: Just one more .....just one more 
day.....drunk....sober....black.....white.....black 
....white...drunk....cigarettes.....booze....strip joints...I just need to escape....to switch of 
the noise....to find peace....to find silence.  

The Workaholic: I can't go on in the silence....work filled the void ....it was the 
network....it created the network.....the social network...the thoughts they creep up on 
you....the razor...the bath...the pills...the balcony ...the bridge....the train. I don't care 
where...... I just care when....Today!!!! 

The Elevator Woman: I need to find the courage....the courage to stop this....the 
courage not to be a victim.....we're all gonna die anyway....I need to do this, it is the right 
thing to do....Martyrdom always seemed so heroic.....so tragic....actually at this moment I 
have an overwhelming sense of what is right. I have to try to stop them. I need to try.... 

Cowering at the back of the plane she picks up the in flight phone in secret. 

Friend:  The more crap you take and accept the worse it will get. They woo you. They 
trap you…. then they erode you. Sweetheart its like going mad… been there done that 
got the bruises. 

Male Victim  He’s insane. Take him down. I want to punch him for you!! I can tell how 
such a relationship can leave someone fucked . I was a few weeks ago hanging myself. 
It’s no joke, it’s horrifying!!! 

The Adrenaline Junkie: Black....Red.....Dead? .......God if you don't let me die here....I 
promise no more high altitude kicks....no recklessness ...no more adrenaline....I can give 
you my word.....I promise you I'll live wisely. I am not seeking for meaning in my life.....just 
that feeling of being alive. 
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SFX 26:  A rescue helicopter is heard that crossfades into an answer phone beep.. 

PS Lesson: Goodbye’s aren't always easy  

(a gunshot goes of someone screams and they all crouch to the floor) 

The Elevator Woman: 

(Whispering) Candy it's Mom pick up baby...Candy it's 9:30 pick up....I know it's been too 
long.....Candy I need you to know I love you....and I am sorry...I'm sorry I couldn't see it 
....I can now...I know what he did to you....and I'm so sorry honey....Promise me you'll take 
care of yourself .....I will always love you.....I can't explain what I'm about to do....but know 
this I saw year's of injustice and stood by and I now know it was very wrong. So I'm doing 
something right for a change. I am doing the right thing for once 

SFX  Screaming followed by a gun shot.  

Air Steward: You cannot just sit here in the corner......people are dying.....you 
coward...you fucking coward!! I always knew some day I would be tested and I would 
fail...And this is it spectacular ....unequivocal...failure....what is that woman doing? 
Doesn't she want to live? 

PS : 9:31 

Blackout 

Lights Up 

The Ceo walks in searching for Candy....he searches her desk....he finds her laptop....he 
opens it as he does it is projected for the audience. 

PS : The projector shows the end of their conversation: 

Candylicious69: Answer Asshole 

The Workaholic 

Candylicious69: I will Always love You....Facebook Check inMcDonald's toilet 6:59 

The  Workaholic : I hope you understand. I hope you forgive me but I am done..done 
with life…Facebook Check in Canary Wharf DLR 9:28 

CEO: Fuck...fuck.... 

He runs offstage one direction and then runs back across to go the other way.  

SFX Narrator enters and rewinds the tape....it starts from the top. 

Narrator: You are only truly Alive seconds before you die  
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SFX : The tape winds down and breaks she pulls the tape apart...and chucks it all in the 
bin. 

PS: Lesson: The need to be needed can supersede rational thought 

Male Victim:  I am filled with Christmas spirit. Fuck Christmas!!  

Friend:  FUCK CHRISTMAS!! 

Male Victim:  I have never been filled with less Christmas spirit. Will be glad when it’s 
over.  

Friend: Maybe he turned Gay.  

Male Victim:  Honestly?? He Looks GAY TOTALLLLY!! 

Friend: (Laughing) 

Male Victim: Don’t regret owt. He is a knob of gigantic proportions.  

Friend: Yes he gave me my boy.  

Male Victim:  Exactly…..I have something to tell you 

Friend: Yes 

Male Victim: I started talking to her again. I lied to you.  

Friend : Oh 

Male Victim:  I cracked I know I’m pathetic 

Friend: Oh…. 

Male Victim:  It’s pretty painful letting her GO. I have lost the battle but I will win the war.  

Friend:  ….I do sorta trust you with my deepest and darkest. You lied to me? 

Male Victim:  I know 

Friend:  Ugh…. I forgive you…but please don’t lie to me. I still think you need to cut the 
rope …but you make your own choices you know what your doing  

Male Victim:  I am going … (he exits) 
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PS Lesson: Sometimes there are two paths and both wil l  lead you in the 
wrong direction.  

Blackout 

SFX 30 : Rewinding noise 

Spotlight comes up on the narrator exactly as she was as the play opened and the stage is 
also returned to exactly the way it was at the start. 

Narrator: You are only sane, seconds before you go crazy... 

Noise 

I need noise in my life....Silence is not golden.... it's Terrifying!!! 

The Gambler Enters 

The  Gambler : Just One more time 

Just One more time I 

Just One more time I can 

Just One more time I can ......Stop 

The CEO runs in  

The  Air  Steward : I guess....there is no taking a leap without a risk 

The steward runs out 

The CEO: Now ladies and gentleman ask yourselves what did big CEO hotshot win on 
the jackpot today....well I get to wreck someone's life....I get to fire a guy already on the 
edge. The best bit I'm really looking forward to it. 

The  Gambler : Just One more time 

Just One more time I 

Just One more time I can 

Just One more time I can ……Stop 

 

SFX: Car Crash both The Gambler and The CEO scream then freeze in silence.  

The Victim appears staggering with Candy who looks at the CEO and falls down 

The Victim: 12 steps I'll help you 

She helps her up and takes her to the bin to be sick 
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Candy: Fuck off I don't need you're pity  

The Victim : Yes you do.....that's exactly what you need...... I'm not going anywhere.  

Candy: I could never make her believe me....he... 

She sees the message on her phone 

SFX 31:  She presses play on her answer phone message 

The  Elevator  Woman : Candy it's Mom pick up baby.. Candy it's 9:30 pick up..I know 
it's been too long.....Candy I need you to know I love you....and I am sorry...I'm sorry I 
couldn't see it ....I can now...I know what he did to you....and I'm so sorry 
honey....Promise me you'll take care of yourself .....I will always love you.....I can't explain 
what I'm about do....but know this I saw year's of injustice and stood by and I now know it 
was very wrong. So I'm doing something right for a change.  

PS : 9:36 Tick tock 

A gun shot is heard followed by screaming followed by the air stewards voice " somebody 
do something" this cross fades into screaming and the plane crashing followed by 
Silence..... 

Blackout 

 

PS: Lesson Tempt not the Desperate Man 

SFX 29:Train noise and train station ambience is heard.  

The Workaholic is sitting on the floor on the edge of the platform.  

The Workaholic: (angrily) 'Antidepressants increase suicidal thoughts in under-25s' 

The psychiatrist enters.  

Psychiatrist: Let me help you 

The Workaholic: No 

He desperately tries to get up one last time and can't .  

Psychiatrist: I can make it better we can change your dosage...I can offer you 

Maprotiline 

oR 

Nortriptyline 

Or 
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Protriptyline  

OR 

Trimipramine  

The Workaholic : It's a terrible feeling trying to stand up to people...to life..to it...to my 
head when everyone else is standing and you're sitting down ......sitting down and you 
just want to get up and you can't ….what do you when your own brain is the enemy? 

Psychiatrist: Let me help you  

The Workaholic: No 

He finds the strength to stand. 

The thoughts they creep up on you....the razor...the bath...the pills...the balcony ...the 
bridge....the train. I don't care where...... I just care when. And when is now!! 

He takes a step.  

Blackout 

SFX 30 : Train noise and ambience gets louder and louder until we hear the train crash 
and screaming then silence.... 

The Narrator's voice is heard whispering “silence” 

PS : The projector screen shows a montage of images of the characters journeys 
throughout the play.  

PS: The Final Lesson: Control What You Can; Throw Away The Rest: 

Before leaving the theatre please take the time to write down one way in 
which you self harm on the card under your chair. Then take it to the bin 
and Throw it away before you leave. 

THIS IS THE END.........OR IS IT THE BEGINNING?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


